Grupo T.I.C.E Ingenieros (Valencia)
Grupo T.I.C.E Ingenieros developed from an association of different engineering disciplines in order to offer a complete service to meet customers’ by forming a large highly qualified team specialized in each sector. The intern will be involved in creating a new management system. Specific project responsibilities varies based on interns unique

Air Nostrum (Valencia)
Air Nostrum leads regional aviation in Spain and is one of the biggest regional airlines in Europe. The Engineering department of the company is responsible for ensuring the maintenance of stability of the Bomberdier manufactured aircrafts. Interns will work alongside professional engineers to learn current engineering systems and aid in day-to-day operations.

Espectáculos Orange (Valencia)
Espectáculos Orange is a Valencian company with nearly 40 years of experience in the entertainment industry. They specialize in live music, organizing concerts with national and international artists throughout the Spanish territory. The tasks and responsibilities of the intern are to create contents for the digital platforms; collaborate with the communication and management teams; participate in the planning and organization of campaigns of publicity online for the events; and assist with social media campaigns.

NEXTART (Valencia)
NEXTART is a marketing and publicity agency specializing in social media and SEO/SEM. They work in developing and designing application, catalogues, video marketing, web design, and communications. The intern will work on current projects of the communications department gaining experience with web design, e-marketing, multi-media video, and graphic design.

Villarreal Football Club (Valencia)
Founded in 1923, “El Madrigal” stadium has a 24,500 person audience capacity. The Villarreal Football Club works toward developing excellence in young players and is one of the most famous football clubs in Europe. Intern responsibilities include managing new business leads and social media efforts, identifying and researching key multimedia elements on the football blogosphere, and helping to build a stronger networking platform with the international, world-class marketing team.

**Licensa Vehículos (Valencia)**

Licensa Vechículos is a national and international transportation goods company with an experienced team, modern fleet, and adaptable technology. The intern will work in the accounting department assisting with invoicing, processing payments, and data analysis. The intern will also assist in various aspects of internationalizing the transport agency.

**Valencia History Museum (Valencia)**

Valencia History Museum was created with the mission to promote the history of the city, from its origins to the present, using local archaeological, artistic, and cultural heritage. By giving visitors a deeper understanding of the past and showing traditions in an entertaining yet historical way, the Museum aims to display the history of Valencia as something close, intelligible and amusing. Interns write information and documents of the Museum in English and are in charge of all the English language work of the Museum. Additionally, the intern will develop and research a project for the museum to be completed by the end of internship.
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